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Aaron L. McKinney 
Arts Administrator 

Aaron L. McKinney is a nationally-recognized Arts Administrator currently serving as General            
Manager of Hi-ARTS, in New York City. He is responsible for directing all administrative              
efforts to further the organization’s position as a leader of the urban arts movement. Aaron is                
known in performing arts circles as a collaborative force, connecting the vision of executive              
management with the talents of artists, vendors and support staff, to produce high-caliber             
theatrical productions on behalf of Hi-ARTS. In addition to his current role, Aaron continues to               
pursue professional endeavors guided by his personal mantra “Aspire to Inspire before you             
Expire”, purposefully unifying the arts and social justice activism, as shown through his             
independent producer and consultative work across the performance arts landscape.  
 
A native of Greenville, SC, Aaron has amassed an extensive education in the arts from               
nationally-recognized institutions. He first secured his Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Performance            
from Florida A&M University in 2009 and is also a 2013 graduate of the prestigious California                
Institute of the Arts with a Master of Fine Arts in Theatre Management. Aaron has also                
completed a fellowship with the Emerging Leaders Institute of the Association of Performing             
Arts Professionals (APAP) as a member of the Class of 2018. 
 
For more than a decade, Aaron has been steadfast in creating a multi-faceted arts              
administration career beginning with his early work in production and project management for             
theatre companies in Florida and California, including a graduate-level internship with Center            
Theatre Group in Los Angeles, one of the largest non-profit theatres in the country. In recent                
years, Aaron has served as Project Manager for the Sankofa Justice & Equity Fund, founded               
by world-renowned artist and activist, Harry Belafonte, and an integral member of 651 ARTS, a               
pillar of the contemporary black arts community. These opportunities of increasing           
responsibility only serve to exemplify Aaron’s affinity for urban arts and have solidified his              
place in performing arts leadership. 
 


